Business update

SIX Telekurs and Teleinvest International
intensify collaboration for front office
applications

5 July 2010
Zurich, Switzerland – SIX Telekurs and Teleinvest International AG have
signed an agreement to intensify joint sales and marketing efforts,
particularly by combining their respective offers in front office
applications. Teleinvest International is a well known provider of electronic
trading systems. SIX Telekurs extends its comprehensive global data
offering by teaming up with expert partners to offer clients value-added
solutions.
SIX Telekurs and Teleinvest International look back on a long history of fruitful
collaboration that goes back to the 1990s, mainly in the areas of back office
securities data supply and integration services. Clients of both companies have
benefited from tailor-made solutions including products and services like VDF
and VALOS respectively.
The new business partner agreement aims at improving the access to data. The
recently launched „market depth‟ feature on Teleinvest International‟s Predator,
based on SIX Telekurs‟ real-time data covering worldwide exchanges and other
market venues is one example for making clients the use of the relevant data
even more convenient.
Markus Benz, Head Global Partner Business at SIX Telekurs, comments: “The
combination of our comprehensive securities data offering and Teleinvest
International‟s robust trading applications is a perfect fit. We are happy to
further intensify our longstanding collaboration with Teleinvest International and
to offer more added value to existing and new clients through a focused joint
approach.”
“Our unique technology has proven reliable in the trading rooms over many
years”, adds Joseph Kuettel, Director Marketing & Sales at Teleinvest
International. “SIX Telekurs‟ presence in 23 countries will allow us to expand
our business to the mutual benefit of both partners.”
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SIX Telekurs
As a leader in its field, SIX Telekurs specializes in the procuring, processing and
distributing of international financial information. Financial market specialists at
SIX Telekurs gather information from all the world‟s major trading venues –
directly and in real-time. The SIX Telekurs database with its structured and
encoded securities administration data for nearly 6 million financial instruments
is unique in terms of its depth of information and data coverage. With offices in
23 countries, SIX Telekurs combines the advantages of global presence and
local know-how.
SIX Telekurs is a SIX Group company. On a global scale, SIX Group offers firstrate services in the areas of securities trading, clearing and settlement, as well
as financial market information and payment transactions.
Further information is available at: www.six-telekurs.com

Teleinvest International AG
The Teleinvest International group of companies covers development and
product maintenance (Romania), sales & marketing (Liechtenstein) and local
support, customer service and training (Switzerland).
PREDATOR – the Fatal Weapon is Teleinvest International‟s polyvalent platform
for multi-asset, multi-market and multi-currency trading activities for prominent
Swiss and international banks and other financial institutions.
The proprietary technology developed and owned by Teleinvest International
equals to 1,000 man years over the last decade, is considered as a quality basis
for trading platforms. It is characterized by reliability, stability and performance,
aspects that are of paramount importance to traders.
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